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Conservation Advisory Council Meeting Notes 
 
June 20, 2018

 
Attending from the council: 
Seth Wiggins (for JP Batmale), Oregon 
Public Utility Commission 
Holly Braun, NW Natural 
Roger Kainu (for Warren Cook), Oregon 
Department of Energy 
Wendy Gerlitz, NW Energy Coalition 
Danny Grady, City of Portland Bureau of 
Planning and Sustainability 
Kari Greer, Pacific Power 
Lisa McGarity, Avista 
Dave Moody, Bonneville Power 
Administration 
Jason Klotz, Portland General Electric 
Al Spector, Cascade Natural Gas 
Becky Robbins, Northwest Energy 
Efficiency Alliance 
 
 

Attending from Energy Trust: 
Hannah Cruz 
Oliver Kesting 
Michael Colgrove 
Debbie Goldberg Menashe 
Fred Gordon 
Tom Beverly 
Mike Bailey 
Jessica Iplikci  
Lindsey Diercksen 
Kenji Spielman 
 
Others attending: 
Sara Fredrickson, CLEAResult 
Lindsey Hardy, Energy Trust board (by 
phone) 
John Molnar, Rogers Machinery 
Jeffrey Tamburro, NW Natural 
Dan Reese, CLEAResult 

 
Executive Summary: 

 CAC finalized review of their operating principles and a meeting guidance document that 
guides staff in how to engage CAC.  

 Staff provided a recap of the board’s May strategic planning workshop, including a high-
level overview of the dashboard, reviewing the board’s discussion on Energy Trust’s 
unique role of value and competitive strengths.  

o Both CAC and RAC will be engaged numerous times over the next year on the 
development of the Strategic Planning work plan and drafting, including a joint 
lunch at the next meeting where they will explore Energy Trust’s strengths and 
capabilities.  

o CAC asked the meaning behind the word “sustainable” in the purpose statement; 
which could be a discussion the board Strategic Planning committee has 

o The utilities see customer outreach meetings as a good opportunity to engage 
with their customers  

 The results of the New Buildings PMC RFP was highlighted, including the board’s 
approval of CLEAResult. Staff reviewed some key enhancements coming out of the RFP 
proposal that will be looked at for including in the New Buildings 2019 action plan; 
specifically, engaging the office market, and enhancing the program’s work with 
multifamily projects including researching development of a low-income package 

 CAC reviewed the results of a lighting tool market research. After assessing the dynamic 
lighting market, and the pros/cons of the existing Excel-based lighting tool for Existing 
Buildings, Existing Multifamily and Production Efficiency, staff will keep the existing tool 
and make improvements over time. CAC agreed with that assessment. BPA noted they 
found similar issues with their tool and came up with the same approach for going 
forward.  
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 Staff led an in-depth discussion on attribution at Energy Trust and whether the 
organization should continue reporting using net savings or change to reporting in gross 
savings. Net savings exclude free ridership and include spillover. Energy Trust is one of 
a small number of program administrators in the Pacific Northwest using net savings. 
Determining the net effect is difficult. CAC asked questions about how programs will 
know when to exit a market, and to learn more about why net reporting was settled on 
originally and whether changing to gross reporting will have any unintended 
consequences. There may be additional discussion on this topic at CAC, staff is looking 
into it. If any changes are made to how the organization reports savings, it would be 
determined in 2019 in time for 2020 budgeting. 

 
1. Welcome, Old Business and Short Takes  
Hannah Cruz convened the meeting at 1:35 p.m. The agenda, notes and presentation materials 
are available on Energy Trust’s website at www.energytrust.org/about/public-
meetings/conservation-advisory-council-meetings/.  
 
Hannah asked if there were concerns or changes to the notes from the last meeting. No 
changes were noted, and the council adopted the notes. 
 
2. CAC Guiding Documents   
Hannah reviewed the operating principles and draft meeting guidance documents. Together, the 
two documents guide staff on what to bring to the council and how the information is presented.  
 
Holly Braun: I hope the two can be considered as a package for now, but consolidated in 2019. 
It feels more tidy that way. 
 
Lisa McGarity: I felt that the meeting guidance document was more specific to 2018 identified 
needs while the operating principles are more general.  
 
Hannah Cruz highlighted in the operating principles the connection between CAC and the board 
of directors.   
 
Holly Braun: It was good to review how we fit in. As summaries of our comments are brought to 
the board, it would help us to be more of an advisory group for them. 
 
Al Spector: There is an opportunity to flesh that out more and add more clarity to our role in 
advising staff and the board. 
 
Hannah Cruz: We now have a portion of the board meetings where we summarize CAC 
meetings.  
 
It was noted that the charter sections A-C could be further explained. Hannah Cruz will relook at 
the language. 
 
Holly Braun: On the meeting guidance document, it says to notify CAC regarding other public 
meetings. Are those set for the year and can that be sent out in an email? 
Hannah Cruz: Most public meetings are set in the fall for the next year. We have them listed on 
our online events calendar and there is a one-page PDF online, too. 
Holly Braun: Can we add that as a standard item at the end of these meetings? 
Hannah Cruz: Yes, I can add that to our meeting agendas. 
 
3. Recap of Strategic Planning Workshop 

http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/conservation-advisory-council-meetings/
http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/conservation-advisory-council-meetings/
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Energy Trust has begun work on its next five-year strategic plan. The strategic planning process 

will involve input from the Conservation Advisory Council and Renewable Energy Advisory 

Council over the next year. Hannah Cruz and Debbie Menashe presented a brief update on 

progress to the current 2015-2019 Strategic Plan, provided highlights on the strategic planning 

discussions that took place at the board of director’s annual strategic planning workshop in May, 

and provided a high-level draft of the upcoming strategic planning development process. All 

materials related to the current plan and development of the upcoming plan are available online 

at www.energytrust.org/strategicplan. 

Holly Braun: In the current purpose statement, what is meant by the word “sustainable?”  
Debbie Menashe: My recollection is “sustainable” is meant to be an effect that is ongoing and 
can be sustained. This is a good question for the board Strategic Planning Committee to 
consider with the next plan. 
 
Kari Greer: Do you have feedback or reports on customer focus groups? 
Hannah Cruz: Yes, I will send them to the council. 
 
Lisa McGarity: The online home energy survey gives recommendations. Is that data stored 
anywhere, and do you use it when reaching out to customers? 
Debbie Menashe: The data is stored and provides opportunities for leads.  
Hannah Cruz: We will share more details after the meeting. 
 
Debbie Menashe: The last session of the workshop was the kickoff to the next strategic 
planning cycle. There is a formalized role for RAC and CAC to advise the board on strategic 
planning, and we plan to engage RAC and CAC regularly. With the guidance of a facilitator, the 
board started its strategic planning discussions by identifying Energy Trust’s “unique role of 
value” and competitive strengths to discern what we do better than other organizations. When 
we say unique role of value we mean, “What do we uniquely deliver as a sustainable value into 
the market we serve?”  
 
Lisa McGarity: One great thing in that discussion was around what you do that no one else can 
do. It’s a very good to think about. 
 
Debbie Menashe: Another part of the workshop was a presentation by OPUC staff. They 
delivered a strong voice of support for us and what we’re doing. They view us as a national 
leader and tout our programs nationally. Their presentation was intended to give the board an 
equal sense of what’s going on in the policy, industry and technology landscapes. Importantly, 
SB 1149 expires in 2025, which immediately follows the next planning period. SB 1149 was the 
initial basis for our funding and structure. We have to consider the impact of that sunset during 
the 2020-2024 period. The OPUC said it will work closely with Energy Trust and with 
stakeholders to discuss this due to its importance to state energy policy.  
 
Lisa McGarity: I recall a graph of the SB 1149 portion of the funding. What does that represent 
as a proportion of the budget? 
Hannah Cruz: That is about 40 percent [post-meeting correction: approximately 35 percent of 
the 2018 budgeted revenues are from SB 1149]. 
Debbie Menashe: SB 1149 is also 100 percent of funding for renewables and doesn’t include 
gas funding, which is separate. 
 
Holly Braun: My impression of the OPUC’s presentation is that they support you but want you to 
stick to energy efficiency and not carbon reduction and other sustainability efforts. They would 

http://www.energytrust.org/strategicplan
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work with you on metrics. There is openness, but not to change the mission. It was very 
positive. 
 
Hannah Cruz: They want to help us dig into our forecasts and plans. The OPUC’s Jason 
Eisdorfer mentioned that he was skeptical about what some charts indicated, and he wanted to 
dive in further. 
Holly Braun: Each cycle, the savings potential always seems to be dropping off a cliff, but then 
we find savings. It’s not as dramatic on the gas side. We’ve dug into it with Energy Trust in the 
past. I can bring some of that to CAC. It’s in our NW Natural IRP. Your assumptions make up 
about half of the potential changes in avoided costs. 
Fred Gordon: Efficiency was built up from our side. The timing and magnitude of electric savings 
from LED lighting has been a challenge for everyone to forecast. We have made efforts to 
improve our forecasts by including placeholders for unknown new measures and potential mega 
projects, but yes the graphs still show a big drop off in a few years after lighting. The current gas 
forecast is flat. 
 
Debbie Menashe reviewed the high-level development schedule, including ongoing check-ins 
and engagement with CAC.  
 
Lisa McGarity: How far out are the customer meetings scheduled? How far out will you be able 
to provide a schedule of where and when the meetings will be held? 
Debbie Menashe: The public outreach meetings will happen from May through October 2019. 
We’ll look at that as part of our communications and outreach plan. Your help will be 
appreciated. It’s the first time we’ve had Avista with us in the process.  
Kari Greer: Margie Harris [Energy Trust’s former executive director] went to some Pacific Power 
events to talk about the strategic plan years ago. It was a great opportunity to engage with 
people. 
 
4. Results from New Buildings Program Management Contract Request for Proposals 
Jessica Iplikci presented the results of a request for proposals for a New Buildings Program 
Management Contractor. Staff had an early start to the rebid this year to help tee up planning 
for 2019 and 2020. The board of directors supported the staff recommendation to initiate a 
contract with CLEAResult. The background on the RFP and staff recommendation is included in 
the CAC packet, including the current objectives of the program, which includes standard, 
market solutions, Path to Net Zero, technical support and studies. The program team has had a 
lot of success in engaging owners and designers. It’s a busy market. Core elements of the 
program will continue with enhancements from the RFP. The regional outreach model with 
statewide outreach will continue with expanded market reach to a broader range of market 
actors; training and education will continue with expanded content specifically geared for 
contractors and subcontractors and made available through an on-demand web platform; and 
new measures and technologies will be developed to expand the program’s energy-saving 
opportunities.  
 
Jessica noted staff plans to enhance how the program engages with the office market. One of 
the more recent New Buildings presentations for CAC was a market penetration analysis across 
a dozen building types. It highlighted low penetration in the office market. Staff gained new 
ideas and partnerships through the RFP that improve outreach and engagement with the office 
market, leverage the market solutions package for office and bring new relationships with 
brokers and property managers. There is a lot of demand for office space. Staff is hopeful that 
owners will be ready to modify their buildings, enabling the program to intervene. 
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Jessica said the program is looking to enhance work in multifamily projects by building on the 
program’s success and high penetration and by adding new technologies as they become better 
understood. The plan is to research development of a low-income package by examining 
assumptions, use cases and new energy-saving strategies. Staff will also look at where they 
can better understand the financials of projects and develop a tool to help guide the thinking 
around payback and level of investment. First cost is the focus. 
 
Lisa McGarity: How are you thinking about reaching building owners that have leased spaces? 
Jessica Iplikci: Building relationships is one way. Tenants may be harder to identify, but the 
brokers and property managers are the ones to target. We are looking for the PMC to 
subcontract to bring those relationships and deliver the current incentive structure through 
market solutions. 
 
Lisa McGarity: In Southern Oregon, a handful of contractors do the work, so the more they can 
champion energy efficiency, the better. What kind of outreach have you done with those 
contractors? 
Dan Reese: I don’t know the specifics except maintaining relationships with the local contractors 
in regions around the state. We’ll continue working with them as we have in the past. 
Jessica Iplikci: Depending on how the owner and tenant plan to modify their spaces, we hope to 
have the relationships in place to influence decision makers and make it easy to include 
upgrades. Part of this is better understanding the leasing structures. Once this is worked 
through, contractors can more easily include efficiency upgrades in their projects. One of the 
benefits of outreach staff located throughout the state is having a connected network that can 
dovetail into projects when they are ready to go. These relationships are important. 
 
Jason Klotz: I’m assuming you contacted PGE? 
Hannah Cruz: In regards to more specifics on 2019 budgeting and program activities, we will 
approach each utility in August and throughout the fall. 
 
Lisa McGarity: You need to know the different actors and how they come into the market. It 
would be a helpful exercise. 
Jessica Iplikci: We typically develop a logic model to look at the barriers and interventions. 
 
5. Lighting Tool Market Research Findings   
Lindsey Diercksen and Kenji Spielman provided information about the lighting tool research 
results. Energy Trust was investigating the possibility of developing a new lighting tool, and first 
conducted research to understand the challenges, benefits and the need of a new lighting tool. 
Staff reviewed lighting project volume and saw trends of increased LED projects and less 
savings per project. The current tool is Excel based, which poses some limitations yet is also a 
one-stop-shop for contractors using the tool. Based on CAC feedback, staff conducted research 
on other types of lighting tools in use not only in the Pacific Northwest but by program 
administrators in other regions. Feedback was received from staff, trade allies and other 
program administrators. 
 
Lisa McGarity: How do they receive updates on the current Excel tool? 
Lindsey Diercksen: The trade ally coordinator maintains it online through a portal for trade allies 
to download. 
Kenji Spielman: Because it’s one big download, it adds to the consistency. It added to people’s 
familiarity with the tool. However, many distributors have their own tools they are using in 
parallel with ours. 
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Lisa McGarity: I’m assuming formulas are locked, so where do problems with formula corruption 
come from? 
Lindsey Diercksen: Updating one portion of the tool sometimes causes inadvertent breakages in 
other parts. 
Kenji Spielman: There are performance issues inherent to Excel, also.  
 
Lindsey noted staff came into the project thinking that an online tool would be the solution. The 
third party evaluators asked the staff and users if they were interested and willing to move in 
that direction, and received both pros and cons to such a change.  
 
Roger Kainu: If some are happy with the product, why are they carrying around their own? 
Lindsey Diercksen: They felt that a single tool used by everyone could take away their 
competitive advantages. They worried that non-energy benefits such as operations, 
maintenance, and safety might not be included in a new tool. The online tool was also 
associated with previous poor experiences. We often think these things can be easy to use, but 
it doesn’t always give the programs and the end users more flexibility. 
Kenji Spielman: Many trade allies work in multiple territories, and they have one overarching 
tool the company uses. If the trade ally is only in Energy Trust territory, then it is possible they 
could just be using our tool. 
 
Lisa McGarity: Are there other tools that could be uploaded later? 
Kenji Spielman: We researched the needs and wants of stakeholders before looking into other 
solutions.  
 
Lindsey Diercksen: Offline capability might be a big selling point. It didn’t seem like enough 
value was there for the end user to build offline capability. Research didn’t focus on the tool 
solutions in phase two as much as the other administrators and program needs. 
 
Lindsey said coordination is important across programs as the lighting tool is used in both 
Production Efficiency and Existing Buildings programs.  
 
Lindsey noted that based on market dynamics and feedback, the first recommendation is to hold 
on developing a new tool, and to refine the existing tool going forward. 
 
Dave Moody: We’ve had a similar conversation with almost exactly the same result at BPA. 
Excel is unwieldy and hard to update. We struggle with that also. 
 
Roger Kainu: I agree with your decision to hold on a new tool, and to think about whether there 
is a role for a national level effort that could go after federal funding. The Oregon Department of 
Energy can put together a proposal. I can remember this being an issue 15 or 20 years ago. 
Contractors have their own bandage approach. 
 
Danny Grady: As you do move forward with refining the tool, consider the end users, like how to 
streamline the information needed in the lighting tool from contractor bids.  
 
Lisa McGarity: I suggest you consider how many more years you plan to be in the lighting 
market and the savings you can find from exploring an easier tool with a sales piece for trade 
allies and more to meet the customer’s needs. If you’re going to do this for five years, and are 
using a lot of staff, it may be worth considering the trade-off. 
Lindsey Diercksen: That’s a good point. We need to look at the return on investment of different 
options. 
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6. Attribution Proposal and Discussion 
Fred Gordon presented on attribution at Energy Trust; in other words, how Energy Trust counts 
the savings it reports and forecasts. The main question is how much effort Energy Trust should 
attempt to measure and quantify our influence on what led to savings from a specific 
engagement with Energy Trust. This is a discussion about what things Energy Trust measures, 
how Energy Trust defines things and where Energy Trust focuses its efforts. Free riders and 
spillover are difficult to measure. Currently Energy Trust reports in net savings, which is gross 
savings minus free riders plus spillover. Net savings are used because Energy Trust is working 
on the margin of an already active market. Energy Trust’s forecast for efficiency can be added 
into load forecasting, so that’s where the organization started. It was a conceptual match, but 
not a fit that can be validated. 
 
Holly Braun: If reporting changed, would NW Natural’s IRP team independently forecast savings 
without Energy Trust forecasts? 
Fred Gordon: Utilities use our gross savings now. This is one of those things that changed since 
when we first started. Utilities have learned how to dovetail with our gross estimates. It’s not as 
important as it used to be. 
 
Fred noted there are many methods for understanding free ridership. Staff tries to simplify the 
definition by asking if the customer would have done it anyway without Energy Trust incentives. 
Staff also uses a sales mix based on past market conditions for things like LED light bulbs. This 
market baseline approach avoids the net versus gross issue because it considers sales of all 
products, efficient and inefficient. This proposal does not change that practice. 
 
Jason Klotz: How do you currently assess free ridership? Is it through you or a contractor? 
Fred Gordon: We use Fast Feedback surveys conducted by a contractor. 
 
Jason Klotz: Would this be used as part of the criteria in a white paper for exiting a measure? 
Will this continue in the future? 
Fred Gordon: We’ll still consider our market influence and serve customers. We will still need to 
develop measure exit plans. 
 
Lisa McGarity: Do you ask about price points? Like: “Would you buy this at $X?” 
Fred Gordon: Not currently. If you ask hypothetical questions, people make up answers. It can 
end up being useless. High free-ridership may mean it doesn’t matter or it may mean that the 
respondent can’t remember. 
 
Fred said the Northwest Power and Conservation Council uses gross savings, as do BPA and 
the consumer-owned utilities.   
 
Holly Braun: What’s the difference between market transformation and efficient equipment in the 
baseline? 
Fred Gordon: For market baseline, you’re looking at the mix of products in the market and the 
difference this year. For market transformation, you’re forecasting the way things will go without 
you. You are trying to accelerate and enhance. 
 
Fred said that for the 41 percent electric savings and 50 percent gas savings that are from a net 
analysis (the other savings coming from market transformation and market baseline analysis) 
gross savings are about 13 percent higher. In some programs, it may be as much as 30 
percent. It’s not huge overall, but it’s significant. It would change some cost/benefit ratios 
incrementally and impact goals. There are issues with asking people whether they would have 
done something. There are many things in the market that influence the answers. Some of 
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Energy Trust’s work is invisible in the market to the customer. Sometimes the contractor 
stocked the efficient product. The questions can become hypothetical and less meaningful. 
Midstream programs are invisible to participants. It’s harder to follow Energy Trust’s influence. 
For instance, behavioral programs teach customers to operate without Energy Trust, and multi-
party initiatives like PACE or home energy scoring with the City of Portland make it difficult to 
tell who helped the customer. 
 
Al Spector: How is this taken into account for IRP versus programmatic planning? 
Fred Gordon: It’s how each utility wants it to work.  
 
Al Spector: There can be a difference between how you’re tracking versus what’s set in the IRP. 
There can be a variance. Theoretically, you can develop a gross target for Cascade Natural Gas 
and true it up for your planning and reporting, and come out with less. In gross, you can achieve 
a target but on paper it would appear you missed it. 
Fred Gordon: We agree to the adjustments in advance with the utility. The numbers can 
translate. 
 
Al Spector: Do you see a savings gain through spillover, or more of a market loss through free 
ridership? 
Fred Gordon: We estimate spillover at about 1 percent. It’s very small. Spillover is far less 
reliable than free ridership. How much of a bias is there? It’s hard to measure. 
 
Lisa McGarity: What does the OPUC require? 
Fred Gordon: JP found some reference to net savings in his research with the OPUC in an IRP 
document from prior to 2002. The OPUC has required net by verbal contract, but no one can 
find it written down. It’s more about IRP rules. We have talked to the OPUC staff about this. 
 
Holly Braun: The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission has NW Natural report in 
gross. 
 
Fred said gross savings plus spillover seems to be the best option for the utilities, and that’s the 
staff recommendation. He noted that by the time free ridership gets up to about 60 or 80 
percent, Energy Trust is probably no longer supporting the measure. There are likely other 
indicators along the way. 
 
Becky Robbins: Will you do the evaluation factor and line loss factor? 
Fred: This change does not impact our use of realization rates or accounting for line losses. 
 
Fred said he is sharing this with several groups, as shown in the slides. It will take changes in 
Energy Trust tracking, IT systems, goals and communications. It would be a change by fall 2019 
to be ready for the 2020 budget. 
 
CAC members discussed the pros and cons of the potential change, as well as areas where 
they may need more information. 
 
Holly Braun: We talked about this years ago. The cause and effect isn’t just linear—not A 
causes B. There are tentacles. The contractor designs their business model around it, and the 
customer does their action based on that and isn’t aware of your influence. This makes a ton of 
sense. This topic would be good in the World Café-style workshop. It’s very foundational and 
there are lots of implications. If you’re doing gross and not net, things can still be cost effective 
in terms of what you offer. It may not lead to furnace incentives coming back, but if you move to 
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gross, are there other measures that come back into focus? It feels like there’s a lot to work on 
with that. 
Fred Gordon: It’s true that there are a lot of factors and tentacles in the market. You can pick 
baselines based on current sales, like we do, or sales from other times, like what is done in 
Washington. For furnaces, we looked at the sales patterns and determined if we needed to be 
there, and the answer is yes in lagging markets.  
 
Holly Braun: Will we have a chance to do a workshop on this? 
 
Kari Greer: Pacific Power just had our bi-monthly meeting with Energy Trust, was that the 
engagement with us, or will there be more? 
Fred Gordon: There will be more engagement. 
 
Wendy Gerlitz: This won’t change total resource cost test calculations but will it change utility 
calculations. How will they change? 
Fred Gordon: We haven’t looked at it measure by measure. This change won’t impact individual 
measure cost effectiveness. We net out free riders at the program and utility level. That 13 
percent savings improvement bounced around over the years. They are aggregated to be more 
meaningful. 
 
Lisa McGarity: The gross method gives you a better overview of what’s being contributed to the 
system. The programs are for the least-cost resource being purchased. Exiting a market is 
really complex. 
 
Al Spector: Gross may be the right direction. The magic may be in baseline setting and 
incremental savings. For Cascade Natural Gas’ Washington process, we look at new measure 
versus turnover or replacement. It’s probably similar for Energy Trust. We can kind of look at the 
incremental when we’re trying to build out therm savings. It takes some of the voodoo away 
from it. It would be helpful to have more of a workshop. I’m optimistic about this. 
 
Dave Moody: This makes a world of sense to me. It’s difficult to measure. 
 
Holly Braun: We can’t just answer it sitting around a table like this. We did net for a reason. It 
would be good to explore it before going to the board or OPUC. 
 
Al Spector: In the documentation you put together, the organization intended to go beyond the 
savings going on at the time. Are there other ways to demonstrate that value add without taking 
the net approach? 
 
Dave Moody: It doesn’t sound like you’re moving away from the base case now. The delta 
seems to be what’s efficient versus market average. You don’t care if it’s free ridership. It’s the 
system impact. 
Al Spector: I agree, and that’s what the language seemed to point to. You can capture that 
intent without using the net approach. 
 
Al Spector: Is this the price at which we can achieve a certain amount of savings? 
Fred Gordon: That’s part of our work with the OPUC. We have to do more to get there. 
 
Jason Klotz: Preliminarily, PGE was the holdout on moving to gross, but we need to see some 
details about when and how. 
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Fred Gordon: This isn’t for today, but one big question is how do we move forward? That’s a 
question for our program staff. We can give market research. We can give an unbiased version 
of, “Can you do this without us?” 
 
Lisa McGarity: The whole reason free ridership is looked at is cost effectiveness. You can’t 
count the savings, but you still have the costs. The commission has to look at where those 
numbers stand. 
 
Kari Greer: I think we should speak with our internal team to discuss it. It would be good to flesh 
out what we think is in rule. 
 
Hannah Cruz: It sounds like there are still questions about a better understanding of the 
objectives and intent behind originally using net and whether those objectives, if still needed, will 
be met through a change to gross. In addition, you are asking about when and how programs 
would know to exit a market in a gross world. 
 
Al Spector: Since you merged comments as mine and Holly’s. I think we would be favorable to 
this if we work out the odds and ends. I support moving to gross, but if we find we agree with the 
original intent of net we need to understand how we clarify the differences for regulators. I’m 
initially in favor. 
 
Holly Braun: NW Natural just had our semi-monthly meeting and this didn’t come up. As we’re 
just discussing the role of CAC, this does seem like the type of thing we can flesh out if it’s 
needed and helpful. 
 
Fred Gordon: Is this a whether question or a how question? If it’s what is the meaning of X, it’s 
broader than a how-question. 
 
Holly Braun: I’m thinking it’s in the how. If you’re calculating the cost effectiveness of something 
versus claiming savings, you can run through a white board exercise to see the implications of 
the change. That would be helpful. 
 
Hannah noted she will take the remaining questions internally to staff to understand what further 
engagement could be had at CAC. 
 
7. Public Comment 
There were no public comments. 

 
8. Meeting Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m. The next Conservation Advisory Council meeting will be 
held on Wednesday, August 1, 2018.  


